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Abstract—An often overlooked practical problem in Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) is the presence of areas without
cellular network connectivity, so-called dead spots, which aggravates the communication between vehicles and the external
infrastructure. In our previous work, we suggested to mitigate
this problem by using a hybrid data dissemination protocol that
combines cellular network communication with ad-hoc networks
between vehicles. If the vehicles in such ad-hoc networks are
in a dead spot but have a good estimation about the time they
will leave it again, messages can be forwarded to the vehicle
that is supposed to regain cellular network coverage first. Since
this vehicle may transmit the stored messages immediately after
having left the dead spot, the delivery time is improved. In this
paper, we first analyze the behavior of the aforementioned data
dissemination protocol in larger dead spots in which a message
may be carried by several vehicles before being delivered via
the cellular network. The analysis reveals that messages are not
always delivered in the fastest possible time. To address this
concern, a new protocol variant named context-aware message
flooding protocol is introduced. This protocol, indeed, guarantees
the fastest possible forwarding of messages to their recipients.
This is achieved at the cost of delivering duplicates that, however,
are only produced when the delivery of a message is sped up.
Index Terms—Cellular Network Access, Dead Spot, Ad-hoc
Networking, Context-aware Message Flooding Protocol, Minimization of Transmission Time, Reduction of Duplicates.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), the coordination between vehicles and their external environment is
named Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication which
nowadays is mostly realized using cellular networks [1]. In
contrast, data transfer between the vehicles is called Vehicleto-Vehicle (V2V) communication. The vehicles often connect
directly, but, with the proliferation of 5G, also here cellular
networks will be applied more frequently thanks to the high
bandwidth and good reliability of the Ultra-Reliable LowLatency Communication (URLLC) technology in 5G [2]. In
consequence, many ITS solutions depend on the provision of
a good cellular network coverage.
In practice, however, we cannot expect sufficient cellular
network access everywhere. To illustrate this, we recommend
a look on the coverage maps for several countries and their
major cellular network carriers provided in [3]. These maps
reveal that in many countries significant areas without cellular
network coverage, so-called dead spots, exist. That is particularly true for rural areas since the cell tower infrastructure
usually depends on the number of people living in a region [4].

Especially, in large sparsely populated areas like the Australian
Outback, where cellular network coverage can be found only
around the far-flung settlements, the size of a dead spot can
easily extend 100 kilometers (see [5]). Dead spots can further
be found in mountainous terrain since heights deteriorate the
radio signal reception as a result of echoes [6].
On the other hand, modern ITS technology may be most
helpful when crossing wide sparsely inhabited areas where,
e.g., breakdown support or information about the condition
of unpaved roads can be vital. To alleviate the impact of
dead spots for the transmission of messages from vehicles to
their external environment, we developed a data dissemination
protocol [5], [7]. It combines cellular network communication
with ephemeral ad-hoc networks between vehicles. Using this
hybrid technology, e.g., a vehicle vehs that wants to transmit a
message m to the external infrastructure but recently entered a
larger dead spot, may build an ad-hoc connection with another
vehicle veho approaching from the opposite direction. Then,
vehs hands m over to veho which stores and transmits it via
the cellular network as soon as it regains coverage. Since veho
leaves the dead spot much earlier than vehs , which just entered
it, the transmission of m is accelerated.
In [5] and [7], we present two variants of the data dissemination protocol that use different methods to find out which
vehicle will likely leave a dead spot first. In both papers,
however, we just devised the solitary collaboration of vehicles
in single ad-hoc networks but did not look into the general
flows of messages that may be carried by several vehicles until
being delivered to their recipients via the cellular network. In
this article, we catch up with this by analyzing the protocol.
Particularly, we demonstrate that the time needed to deliver
messages to the infrastructure, is not always minimal.
To avoid this weakness, we further introduce the contextaware message flooding protocol which is the main contribution of this paper. Like the original protocol but unlike most
other existing vehicular protocols, it considers spatiotemporal
aspects like the positions, directions, and speeds of vehicles
in a dead spot to decide how to route messages in order to
minimize the time needed to deliver them to the infrastructure.
In contrast to the original protocol, it introduces duplicates but
their number is kept to the minimum necessary to guarantee
the fastest delivery of the messages.
The article is structured as follows. After a look on related
work in Sect. II, we present the existing protocol in Sect. III

and its analysis in Sect. IV. The context-aware message
flooding protocol is proposed in Sect. V. In Sect. VI, we
outline the proof that it minimizes the delivery time and keeps
the number of duplicates low. The article is completed by some
concluding remarks and an outlook in Sect. VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several works suggest the use of opportunistic networks,
to which also our approach can be attributed, for areas
where cellular networks are absent, e.g., due to disasters. For
instance, in [8] the prompt and reliable delivery of messages
originated within those areas to the outer and connected world
has been examined. The authors introduce and evaluate epidemic routing, i.e., a pair-wise random exchange of messages
among mobile peers. In [9], a modified version of epidemic
routing is introduced, which is implemented on smart phones
with short-range wireless communication capabilities. This
approach adopts the one-to-many paradigm on disseminating
messages instead of utilizing the pair-wise pattern.
In the past years, the research community has shown increasing interest in utilizing Delay/Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) to overcome the disruptions in end-to-end
connectivity [10]. The aforementioned works based on the
epidemic routing protocol are examples of the store-carryforward paradigm, which forms the basis of the DTN architecture (see [11]). In these types of networks, the mobility
of peers and their ability to establish ad-hoc networks are
exploited when they are within the communication range of
each other. However, as stated in [12], epidemic routing could
lead to an increased contention of network resources between
peers and additional traffic in the network. Moreover, the
intensive exchange of messages imposes additional overhead
on mobile phone battery usage as well. Several researchers
have investigated and evaluated different techniques to alleviate the supplementary overhead introduced by flooding-based
data dissemination protocols [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. A
representative example of the mobile store-carry-forward type
of communication networks is the Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
(VANET). It is also the principal network structure used in
our work.
Another category of works is based on communication
switching between phone-to-phone and phone to a cellular/wireless network. In [17], an optimized communication
mechanism is proposed to strategically enable phone-to-phone
and/or phone-to-WiFi AP communications by optimally toggling the phone between the normal client and hotspot modes.
In [18], an energy-efficient phone-to-phone communication
method to schedule the phone’s switching between these
modes is proposed based on WiFi Hotspots (EPCWH). To
increase the packet delivery ratio, and also to reduce the dead
spot in VANET-cellular network, in [19] a Simplified Gateway
Selection (SGS) scheme for multi-hop relay is proposed. To
support safety-critical applications, the authors of [20] propose
a hybrid V2X system in which the service discovery of the
ad-hoc network technology WiFi-Direct [21] is sped up and

the overall connectivity is strengthened. For that, a cloudbased server is accessed via a cellular network. Similarly,
to improve reliability of multi-hop broadcast in urban areas,
[22] proposes a protocol that makes restricting the forwarding
and acknowledging of broadcast packets to only one vehicle
possible. For that, the road portion inside the transmission
range is divided into segments. Then, the protocol chooses the
vehicle in the furthest non-empty segment without utilizing a
priori topology information. In contrast to our approach, the
above works do not explicitly consider locations and speeds
of the peers to decide on the routing of messages.
III. O RIGINAL DATA D ISSEMINATION P ROTOCOL
As mentioned in the introduction, we created two variants
of our data dissemination protocol that use different ways to
find out which vehicle in an ad-hoc network is supposed to
leave a dead spot first. In [5], we assume that most dead spots
are on smallish rural and often mountainous roads which limits
the average speed of a vehicle. In consequence, the vehicles
in a certain road section use similar speeds such that the time
needed to cross a dead spot is around the same for all of
them. Then, the vehicle in an ad-hoc network that entered
the dead spot first, will likely be the one leaving it first as
well. Therefore, it receives all the messages from its peers.
This approach is easy to realize but sometimes imprecise since
it assumes that all vehicles use the same route through the
dead spot. Further, it does not consider speed differences, e.g.,
between passenger cars and trucks that are slow at steep slopes.
The approach presented in [7] utilizes connectivity maps
[23] showing the extensions of dead spots in a certain area.
The maps are generated by a central server that aggregates
local coverage data sensed by various vehicles and sends the
maps back to the vehicles. By considering the downloaded
connectivity maps, a vehicle can find the border of the dead
spot, it is currently in. Then, from its own speed and the
condition of the road ahead, the vehicle calculates the time it
will leave the dead spot. The expected path of a vehicle can be
taken from its route guidance system. Of course, the expenses
for the server infrastructure and the transmission of the sensor
data between vehicles and servers (e.g., 3.4 petabytes per year
in Norway [7]) make this approach more costly than the other
one. However, since several patents [24], [25], [26] indicate
significant interest of the industry in connectivity maps, there
is a fair chance that such an infrastructure will be built up. Our
protocol could then be used on top of the provided facilities.
The functionality of our data dissemination protocol is
depicted by the flow graph in Fig. 1. The graph is executed
whenever a vehicle vehs intends to send a message m to the
external infrastructure via the cellular network. As shown by
the uppermost choice node, vehs first checks if it has sufficient
cellular network coverage. In this case, m is immediately
transmitted via the cellular network (flow A in Fig. 1). If vehs
is in a dead spot, it checks if it is already a member of an adhoc network with other vehicles as pointed out by the second
choice node. If that is not the case, vehs cannot do anything
but keep the message and wait for either regaining cellular

this protocol works nicely for opposing traffic with each of the
vehicles running with 80 km/h, see [5]. Even with a speed
of 110 km/h, around 71% of all message handovers were
successful such that nearly all messages can be transferred
within the first three attempts.
IV. A NALYSIS OF THE O RIGINAL P ROTOCOL

Fig. 1: Original data dissemination protocol.
network connectivity or building up an ad-hoc network with
other vehicles (flow B).
If vehs is a member of an ad-hoc network, it checks,
whether there are peers that still have cellular network connectivity (third choice node). That can be the case if vehs is
close to the edge of the dead spot or any of the other ad-hoc
network peers use another mobile carrier which has a better
coverage on that road section. If such a vehicle vehc exists, it
receives message m from vehs and transmits it immediately
via the cellular network (flow C).
If none of the other peers in the ad-hoc network has cellular
network access, vehs compares its own predicted time to
leave the dead spot with those of the other vehicles using
one of the two techniques discussed above. This is depicted
by the fourth choice node in Fig. 1. If another vehicle vehf
is supposed to leave the dead spot earlier than vehs , m is
transmitted from vehs to vehf (flow D). Now, vehf overtakes
the full responsibility to deliver m later. If vehs , however,
leaves the dead spot earlier than any of its peers, it keeps m
since transferring it to another vehicle would not promise any
expedition of the transmission (flow E).
The flow graph is rerun if an ad-hoc network is extended
by new vehicles joining it. It also handles unexpected stops
of a vehicle since, in this case, the leaving time will jump to
“infinite” and the stored messages are handed over to other
vehicles as soon as it joins a new ad-hoc network. For that,
we assume that parked vehicles keep running the protocol until
they do not carry any messages anymore.
We created a demonstrator of the first protocol variant based
on the technology WiFiDirect [21] which is realized on most
mobile devices. Our tests showed that, in spite of the relative
short range coverage of 200 meters guaranteed by WiFiDirect,

Particularly in larger dead spots, the vehicles can participate
in several ad-hoc networks over time and messages may be
carried by various vehicles until finally being transmitted via
the cellular network. An advantage of the original protocol is
that it avoids the transmission of message duplicates to the
recipient. The flow graph in Fig. 1 reveals that this property
holds since a message is either sent via the cellular network
(flows A and C), kept in the vehicle carrying it (flows B and
E), or transferred to exactly one other vehicle (flow D). Thus,
only one vehicle will deliver the message to its recipient via
the cellular network.
A property that, especially in larger dead spots, is more
relevant, is minimization of transmission time, i.e., a message
is transferred between connected vehicles in a way that it
can be sent via the cellular network in the minimal amount
of time possible. The data dissemination protocol does not
always fulfill this property which can be shown using a single
counterexample, e.g., the scenario depicted in Fig. 2. Here,
a large dead spot covers a road junction where a side road
joins a main road. In both directions of the main road, the
distances from the junction to the dead spot border are quite
long. In contrast, when taking the side road, cellular network
connectivity can be regained relatively fast. Further, we assume
that the variant based on connectivity maps [7] is used such
that the vehicles know the planned route when calculating the
times that they are supposed to leave the dead spot.
As shown in Fig. 2a, a vehicle vehs that is running on
the main road and supposed to leave the dead spot at 16:00,
creates a message m at 15:00. Five minutes later, vehs meets a
vehicle veho approaching from the opposite direction which is
supposed to regain cellular network connectivity at 15:45 (see
Fig. 2b). We depict in Fig. 2c that at 15:10, shortly after having
passed the road junction, vehs meets a third vehicle vehf
which intends to join the side road and therefore probably
leaves the dead spot already at 15:15 (see Fig. 2d).
In theory, the fastest way would have been, that vehs keeps
its message until meeting vehf since that one leaves the dead
spot much earlier than the other two vehicles. However, not
knowing about vehf at 15:05, vehs takes the opportunity of
an ad-hoc network connection with veho to hand the message
over to this vehicle in order to gain an improved delivery time
of around 15 minutes. In consequence, the message will be
delivered half an hour later than possible.
V. C ONTEXT- AWARE M ESSAGE F LOODING P ROTOCOL
The scenario in Fig. 2 provides also an informative basis
for how one can adapt the data dissemination protocol to
guarantee minimization of transmission time if one is willing
to sacrifice the prevention of duplicates. When vehicle vehs

(a) Time: 15:00.

(b) Time: 15:05.

(c) Time: 15:10.

(d) Time: 15:15.

Fig. 2: Counterexample showing that minimization of transmission time is not guaranteed.

meets veho at 15:05, it cannot know that this encounter does
not pose the best opportunity to shorten the delivery time of
message m since, e.g., veho might be the last vehicle that vehs
passes while being in the dead spot. Therefore, it is definitely
useful to hand m over to veho for transmission and take it out
of its own transmission buffer, i.e., the buffer storing messages
to be sent via the cellular network.
However, vehs should also keep a copy of m in a second
storage that we call opportunity buffer. Moreover, it should
tag this copy with a time indicator marking the time at which
it will be earliest sent according to vehs ’s context knowledge.
In our scenario, after meeting with veho at 15:05, the tag for
m will be 15:45. The copy of m in the opportunity buffer of
vehs can be utilized when the possibility of a faster delivery
happens. In our scenario, that is at 15:10 when vehs meets
vehf . By comparing the supposed leaving time of vehf , i.e.,
15:15, with m’s tag in the opportunity buffer of vehs , the two
vehicles find out that handing over the message to vehf for
transmission improves the delivery significantly. Thus, vehf
adds message m into its transmission buffer while vehs adjusts
m’s tag in the opportunity buffer to 15:15 since that is now the
earliest delivery time in the context of vehs . In consequence,
m will be delivered by vehf at 15:15 guaranteeing the
minimization of transmission time property but again at 15:45
by veho since this vehicle cannot be informed about the better
opportunity that arose later.
We call this variant context-aware message flooding protocol since, on the one hand, messages are flooded through all
vehicles in a dead spot. On the other hand, duplicates are only
sent when this, in the local context of the peers of an ad-hoc
network, leads to an acceleration of the message delivery.
In contrast to the original protocol, several copies of a
message can be stored in the transmission and opportunity
buffers of various vehicles at the same time. To avoid synchronization issues resulting from the existence of different
copies, we assume that the creator of a message provides it
with a unique identifier such that the vehicles connected via an
ad-hoc network can easily determine if they refer to different
copies of the same message or to different messages.
The data dissemination protocol was developed in view
of delivering shorter text messages, for instance, emergency
information, from vehicles to their environment and not, e.g.,
video streams. Thus, due to the storage capacity of modern
smart-phones, we do not see any problems caused by buffer

overflow as long as all messages are deleted after being sent
via the cellular network. We just need to determine if a
message still needs to be stored in an opportunity buffer or if
it can be removed. To achieve that, the creator vehc of a new
message provides it with an expiry date which is shortly after
its own supposed leaving time, e.g., 16:01 for message m in
our scenario. The protocol guarantees that messages are only
forwarded to other vehicles for transmission if these leave the
dead spot earlier than vehc . Therefore, each message m will
latest be delivered to its recipient via the cellular network when
vehc leaves the dead spot. In consequence, when the expiry
date of m passes, it is already delivered and the vehicles can
remove it from their opportunity buffers to avoid overflow.
The process of the context-aware message flooding protocol
is depicted in Fig. 3. As shown in the first choice node,
the protocol checks if a vehicle vehs has a message m in
its transmission buffer. If that is not the case, the protocol
flow exits. Otherwise, the protocol tests if vehs has sufficient
cellular network coverage (second choice node). If that is the
case, the message m is sent via the cellular network (flow
A). Moreover, m is removed from the transmission buffer but
added to the opportunity buffer tagged with the current time.
Thus, the information about the transmission of m is kept
and, in forthcoming ad-hoc networks, can be shared with other
peers holding m in their respective buffers.
Similar to the original protocol, vehs checks whether it is
a member of an ad-hoc network with other vehicles, if it has
not sufficient cellular network coverage (third choice node).
If that is not the case, there are no other possibilities than
waiting until the vehicle regains cellular network access or
joins an ad-hoc network (flow B).
If vehs is part of an ad-hoc network, it is checked if any peer
vehc has cellular network connectivity (fourth choice node).
In this case, vehc sends all messages that are either in the
transmission buffers of its peers or in their opportunity buffers
tagged with a time in the future (flow C). Of course, all peers
remove the messages, sent by vehc , from their transmission
buffers. For the reasons mentioned above, the peers store
copies of the sent messages tagged with the current time in
their opportunity buffers.
The flows D and E cover the case that no peer in the adhoc network has cellular network coverage. As expressed by
the last choice node, for each message m, any of the peers
carry, the time tags of m in their opportunity buffers with

of the current one. Then no peer of the ad-hoc network needs
to deliver m since that would not speed the delivery time
up. Therefore, all peers remove m from their transmission
buffers but store it in their opportunity buffers. They tag their
opportunity buffer entries with tm .
VI. A NALYSIS OF THE C ONTEXT-AWARE P ROTOCOL
The raison d’être of the new protocol is to guarantee the
transmission time property, i.e., to deliver messages produced
in a dead spot to its recipient in the fastest possible way. This is
shown below. Further, we sketch that the number of duplicates
sent to the message recipients, is kept to a minimum.
A. Minimization of Transmission Time

Fig. 3: Context-aware message flooding protocol.

the supposed leaving times of the vehicles are compared. Let
vehf l be the vehicle in the ad-hoc network that is supposed to
leave the dead spot first. Then, we possibly1 get an improved
delivery time if vehf l regains cellular network access earlier
than the lowest time tag in the opportunity buffers or when m
is only stored in transmission buffers but not any opportunity
buffers. If one of these two conditions hold, vehf l stores m
in its transmission buffer for later delivery via the cellular
network. All other peers store m in their opportunity buffers
and tag it with the leaving time of vehf l (flow D). In our
scenario, this happens, e.g., at 15:05 between vehs and veho .
Flow E describes the case that the earliest tag tm for
message m in the opportunity buffers of the peers is earlier
than the supposed leaving time of vehf l , i.e., one of the
peers was connected with another vehicle in a previous adhoc network that can deliver m earlier than all the members
1 A non-member in the ad-hoc network leaving the dead spot earlier than
vehf l may exist without being referred to in a tag in an opportunity buffer,
e.g., if in our scenario veho meets another vehicle at 15:12.

To verify this property, we conducted an invariant proof
using the Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [27]. Due to
the space limit, we do not show the TLA specification and
verification here but give just an outline of the proof.
The formula, that we prove to be a system invariant, states
that for each message m that was created by a vehicle vehc
but not yet delivered to its recipient via the cellular network,
the following two properties hold:
1) The vehicle vehc has a copy of m. Further, each vehicle
that has been connected with a carrier of a copy of m
via an ad-hoc network, will carry a copy of m itself.
2) Of all vehicles carrying a copy of m, the one vehf that
is supposed to leave the dead spot first, has m in its
transmission buffer such that m is immediately delivered
after vehf has left the dead spot.
The first property states that amongst others, the vehicle vehf
leaving the dead spot first, has a copy of m. The second one
guarantees that vehf will send m as soon as it leaves the dead
spot. Together, the two properties ensure the minimization of
transmission time aspect.
Invariant proofs are carried out by verifying that (a) the
invariant holds at system start and (b) no system step falsifies
it if it is true before executing the step. The verification of (a)
is trivial since, in the beginning, no messages are created yet.
It is also easy to verify that the creation of a new message
m in vehicle vehc preserves the invariant. After producing m
but before carrying out the context-aware protocol, vehc is
the only vehicle carrying a copy of m. Since m was not, yet,
involved in an ad-hoc network connection, the first invariant
property is trivially true. Further, as vehc stores m in its
transmission buffer, the second property holds as well.
Other system steps describe the five flows of the protocol
that are listed in Fig. 3. The proofs that the steps A, B, and C
do not falsify the invariant, are also quite simple. The flows
A and C model the transmission of m to its recipient via the
cellular network. After having carried out one of these steps,
m will be delivered such that the invariant is true according
to its definition. Flow B is a so-called stuttering step in which
the system state does not change at all. Thus, if the invariant
holds before passing this flow, it is valid afterwards as well.
The proofs of the flows D and E, that model the message
handling in ad-hoc networks between vehicles without cellular

network access, are a little more subtle. In both flows, all
messages m that are in a transmission or opportunity buffer
of at least one peer, are forwarded to all the other peers. Thus,
the first property of the invariant is preserved by the two flows.
We assume that vehf l is again the peer in an ad-hoc network
that is supposed to leave the dead spot first. Flow D is carried
out if none of the peers is aware of a carrier of a message
m that is not in the ad-hoc network but leaves the dead spot
earlier than vehf l . If such a carrier exists, flow D does not
change its state since only the states of network peers are
altered. This preserves the second invariant property trivially.
If no carrier of m out of the ad-hoc network leaves the dead
spot earlier than vehf l , after completing flow D, vehf l is the
carrier of m regaining cellular network coverage first. Since
m is stored in the transmission buffer of vehf l , the second
invariant property is also guaranteed in this case.
Flow E handles the case that a peer in the ad-hoc network
is aware of a non-member that will leave the dead spot earlier
than vehf l . Since the flow only influences peers of the ad-hoc
network, it trivially preserves the second invariant property.
Finally, we look on the mechanism of removing a message
m from an opportunity buffer if its expiry date has passed.
By proving an extended invariant, we can easily show that all
vehicles carrying m in their transmission buffers, leave the
dead spot earlier than the expiry date. That holds particularly
for vehicle vehf which exists according to the second property
of our invariant. In consequence, when the expiry date elapses,
vehf has already transmitted m via the cellular network
making the invariant trivially true.
By verifying that the context-aware message flooding protocol fulfills our invariant, we proved that it, indeed, guarantees
the minimization of transmission time property.
B. Context-dependent Reduction of Duplicates
Our scenario from Fig. 2 shows clearly that the new
protocol does not prevent the delivery of duplicates to message
recipients since both vehf and veho are sending copies of
the message m via the cellular network. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to check if our protocol keeps the number of
duplicates to a minimum. For that, we consider the sets of
vehicles that have the same context of a message m, i.e.,
identical knowledge about the carrier of m that leaves the dead
spot first. To exemplify this, let us look again at the scenario
depicted in Fig. 2. When vehs creates message m at 15:00,
it is the sole vehicle having a context about m supposing to
deliver the message at 16:00. During the encounter at 15:05,
vehs forms a common context with veho , both assuming that
veho will deliver m at 15:45. A split into two different contexts
happens with the meeting between vehs and vehf at 15:10.
From then, veho keeps thinking that it will deliver m at 15:45
while both vehs and vehf assume that vehf will send m via
the cellular network at 15:15.
The development of contexts over time can be described as
follows: When a vehicle vehc creates a new message, it is the
only unit having a context of it. If an ad-hoc network is built
and one of the three flows C, D, E (see Fig. 3) is executed,

the peers of this network are removed from the existing
contexts since they learn something new and therefore get
different contextual knowledge. The newly gained information
is expressed as a new context consisting of the peers of the
ad-hoc network which commonly share the novel knowledge.
We can use the context information to describe that the
minimum of duplicates is reached if at most one of the vehicles
sharing a common context about a message m, has m in its
transmission buffer for later delivery via the cellular network.
Since, except ad-hoc networks, we do not have a method to
align vehicles with different contexts in a dead spot, this is
the minimum number of duplicates we have to accept in order
to guarantee the minimization of transmission time property.
The minimal use of duplicates can be expressed by a logical
formula according to which, of all vehicles having the same
context about a message m, at most one vehicle vehcs has m
in its transmission buffer while the other members carry m
only in their opportunity buffers. We can verify this formula
as an invariant proof as well. Since, initially no messages
were created, the formula holds at system start. After the
generation of a message, its creator will be the only one in
a context keeping the formula. When due to carrying out one
of the flows C, D, or E vehicles are removed from existing
contexts, the invariant is preserved. The trivial reason is that
if, in a certain set of vehicles, at most one vehicle has m in its
transmission buffer, this also holds for any subset. Finally, if
a new context consisting of the peers in an ad-hoc network is
created, only one (flow D) resp. none (flows C and E) stores m
in its transmission buffer such that the formula is kept as well.
All the other system steps do not change the contexts such
that the context-aware message flooding protocol guarantees
the context-dependent reduction of duplicates.
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We started the paper by discussing the use of our original
data dissemination protocol [5], [7] in larger dead spots in
which a message may be carried by several vehicles. An important result was that this protocol does not always guarantee
the fastest possible delivery of a message to its recipient. To
avoid this weakness, we developed the context-aware message
flooding protocol. We outlined a formal proof that this variant,
indeed, assures message delivery as fast as possible but at
the expense of potentially sending message duplicates. To
mitigate this flooding effect, the protocol, however, considers
the contexts of the various vehicles in a dead spot and creates
additional copies of a message only if that improves the
delivery time. Thus, the number of delivered copies is kept
to a minimum which could also be formally verified.
We are currently implementing the modified protocol based
on WiFiDirect [21] that was already used for the original
version [5]. WiFiDirect is hierarchical, i.e., one of the peers
in an ad-hoc network acts as the Group Owner (GO) which
manages the temporary connection. Since the GO is the only
peer that has the full connection data, it is predestined to
conduct the message coordination as well. Thus, all peers
in the ad-hoc network send their signal strengths and the

supposed leaving times together with all messages in their
transmission and opportunity buffers, as well as the time tags
to the GO. Following the flows modeled in Fig. 3, the GO then
computes how each message has to be handled. The result of
this computation is then sent together with the messages from
the GO to all other peers that update their buffers accordingly.
We expect that the performance tests for the new protocol
render results that are similar to those for the original variants
discussed in [5]. On the one side, an effect of the flooding will
be that, on average, more messages have to be exchanged in an
ad-hoc network than in the original versions. On the other side,
this will be mitigated by the more central coordination using
the GO since the additional exchange of IP addresses between
the other peers can, in contrast to the original protocol,
be avoided. Moreover, since the detection of peers and the
forming of an ad-hoc network are the most time-critical events
in WiFiDirect, we expect that the context-aware message
flooding protocol will reliably work for opposing traffic until
the speed of 80 km/h and mostly also for faster traffic until
110 km/h. Using more modern VANET technologies that have
a reachability of much more than 200 meters, the performance
of the context-aware message flooding protocol for dead spot
mitigation will work for even faster traffic.
Unexpected events like vehicles that stop surprisingly or
deviate from their route guidance systems, may violate the
minimization of transmission time property in practice. One
can attenuate this by letting more than just one vehicle with a
common context deliver messages. We are currently developing a simulator that will allow us to try several strategies in
order to find a preferably good balance between delivering
messages fast and avoiding many duplicates even if some
vehicles deviate from the expectations. We plan to report about
these results in a later publication.
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